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We consider finitely generated torsionfree modules over one-dimensional, reduced, commuta- 
tive, Noetherian rings with finite normalization. Among these rings for which, locally, indecom- 
posable modules have all ranks at minimal primes 5 1, does there exist a uniform global bound? 
The answer is “no” unless the ranks of the modules are restricted to be nearly constant. Given 
any positive integer n, there exists such a semilocal ring and an indecomposable module whose 
ranks are all between n and 2n - 1. On the other hand, for n>3 and such a ring, every finitely 
generated torsionfree module with ranks between n and 2n-2 decomposes nontrivially. 
Introduction 
Throughout this note R is a one-dimensional, reduced, commutative, Noetherian 
ring with finite normalization - what Haefner and Levy call a ring-order [7] - and 
all modules are finitely generated. In the classical situation, when R is a finitely 
generated Z-module, necessary and sufficient conditions are known [4,5] in order 
that R have finite representation type. This means there are only finitely many non- 
isomorphic indecomposable torsionfree R-modules. The results of [4] and [5] show 
that in the classical situation finite representation type is equivalent to the apparent- 
ly weaker property - the existence of a bound Non the ranks of the indecomposable 
torsionfree R-modules. These two properties are probably equivalent for semilocal 
ring-orders (and this would follow from the unproved assertion at the top of p. 758 
of [4]) but in general they are distinct properties. (Every Dedekind domain has the 
bound N= 1, but there may exist infinitely many nonisomorphic ideals.) 
In this paper we are interested in what happens to the bound N when we go from 
local to global. In fact we will restrict our attention to those ring-orders for which 
N= 1 locally, that is, at each maximal ideal Jtl, every torsionfree R&-module is 
isomorphic to a direct sum of ideals. Bass [l] asked whether this condition 
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globalizes, and &either [6] answered negatively, by showing that such a ring can 
have an indecomposable torsionfree module of rank 2 in one coordinate. (When R 
is not a domain, the rank of a module M is an s-tuple of non-negative integers 
(a i, . . . , as) where P,, . . . , P, are the minimal prime ideals of R and ai is the dimen- 
sion of MP, as a vector space over Rp,.) Later Levy showed (unpublished) that 
such a ring can have an indecomposable torsionfree module of constant rank 2; then 
he and Haefner [7, Example 4.11 built, for every n, a ring-order R, (still with N= 1 
locally) having an indecomposable module of rank (1, 1, 1,2,2, . . . ,2,4, . . . ,2”). 
These constructions left unanswered the question of whether such a ring can have 
indecomposable torsionfree modules of large constant rank. 
Assuming that N= 1 locally, we show that there are no torsionfree indecom- 
posables of constant rank 3 or more. More precisely, if A4 is torsionfree and all the 
ranks of Mat the various minimal primes are between n and 2n - 2 for some integer 
n bigger than 2, then M decomposes (Theorem 3.3). On the other hand, by dispers- 
ing the ranks more we can get indecomposables of uniformly large rank: Given any 
positive integer n, there exists a semilocal ring R such that locally every torsionfree 
module is a direct sum of ideals, but R has an indecomposable torsionfree module 
all of whose ranks are between n and 2n - 1. (This is Theorem 2.2.) 
In Section 1 we show that there is no loss of generality in restricting our attention 
to semilocal ring-orders. It is known that the local ring-orders with N= 1 have finite 
representation type and that finite representation type passes from local to semi- 
local. (See Section 1.) Thus the rings in this paper do have finite representation type, 
even though our methods do not give a very good picture of what the indecom- 
posables are. 
Most of the arguments are combinatorical and computational. To consider the 
case N = 2 locally by these methods appears to be horrendous, but it seems reason- 
able to conjecture that some upper and lower bounds on the ranks would exist to 
force decomposition as in the case N= 1 (that is, as in Theorem 3.3). 
1. Background 
The first section of this paper contains results which may be well known, but for 
which I know no ready reference. (Some special cases appear in [7] and are used 
here.) For example, Theorem 1.1 concerns the existence of semilocal ring-orders 
with prescribed prime spectra. The fact that over ring-orders, modules can be built 
with prescribed localizations ‘appears to be folklore’ according to Haefner and 
Levy, who prove it for semilocal ring-orders. But since the statement is needed for 
arbitrary ring-orders, we include a proof due to R. Wiegand, as well as his reduction 
of the decomposition problem to the case of semilocal ring-orders. 
Theorem 1.1. Let S be a finite one-dimensional partially ordered set. Then there 
exists a ring-order R such that Spec R is order-isomorphic to S. Moreover R can be 
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chosen so that if & is a maximal ideal of R containing at most 3 minimal primes, 
then every torsionfree R,a-module is a direct sum of ideals. 
Proof. Without loss of generality S is connected and no minimal elements are also 
maximal. Let al, . . . , a, be the minimal elements of S and let br, .,. , b, be the 
height-one elements. For each i, 1 s is m, let Gi = {j: 1 <Jo n and bj > ai). 
Choose a field k with at least n elements and an indeterminate x over k, and 
let Jll r, . . . ,A, be n distinct maximal ideals of k[x] with residue field k. (Actually 
the Jld’s would be of the form (x+ r), rE k.) For each i, 1 Siam, let Di= 
(k[x]-IJ {Aj:jEGi))-‘k[X]; f or each j E Gi, let @Q be the composition ~ij : Di + 
(Di/(~joi))~:kij where k, is a COPY of k. Also, for 1 <jsn, let kj be a copy of k. 
We define R to be the pullback shown below: 
Note that B has an i, j coordinate if and only if ai < bj . Supposing that (cr, . . . , c,) E A, 
Cd,,& . . . . d,) ED, ai < bj, define the i, j coordinate of a(~,, . . . , c,) to be Cj and the 
i, j coordinate of /?(d,, . . . , d,) to be $,(di). By [14, Proposition 3.11, R is a ring- 
order, and D is its normalization. The proof that Spec R is order-isomorphic to S 
is left to the reader. The ‘moreover’ statement follows from [I, p. 251 since each 
localization of R is either a discrete valuation ring (DVR), a pullback of two DVR’s, 
or a triad of DVR’s. 0 
It is natural to restrict our attention to connected ring-orders (those without non- 
trivial idempotents). We leave the proof of the following lemma to the reader: 
Lemma 1.2. Suppose R is a ring-order which is not a Dedekind domain. Let 
(dj: j E J> be the set of singular maximal ideals, and set S = R - uj”J. If R is 
connected, then 
(i) No maximal ideal is a minimal prime, 
(ii) Every minimal prime is contained in some Jltj, 
(iii) Every zerodivisor of R is in uj, J 4j; and 
(iv) RcS ‘RcK, where K is the classical quotient ring of R. q 
Theorem 1.3 (folklore). Let R be a ring-order with (“Mi}ict the set of all maximal 
ideals of R. For each i E I, let Ai be a torsionfree R,,a,-module. Assume (Ai)pZ (AI)p 
for each minimal prime P contained in Jlt 17 Jlt, for each i, I E I. (This just means 
they have the same dimensions as R,-vector spaces.) Then there exists a torsionfree 
R-module A such that Ad,=Ai for each i E I. 
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Proof (R. Wiegand). We may suppose R is connected and not Dedekind. Let 
(A4j:je J} be the set of singular maximal ideals. Note that S’R is semilocal for 
S= R - (JjEJdj since the singular maximal ideals are those which contain the con- 
ductor in R of the integral closure of R. Thus [7, Theorem 1,6] applies, and we may 
choose an S- ‘R-module B (finitely generated, torsionfree) such that B,,zAj for 
each j E J. Let A be the R-submodule of B generated by some finite set of generators 
of Bj; thus S’A=S’B, and SO A,,~Aj for each jEJ. If iEI-J, then 4; con- 
tains a minimal prime P which in turn is contained in ~j for some j E J by the lem- 
ma. Since R&, is a discrete rank one valuation ring, both Ai and Adz are free. But 
also rank Ai = dim,,(Aj)P = dim,,(Aj)p = dim,,(B&,), = dim,,(AA,))P = dimR, A, = 
rank A&, . Thus Ai=Ac,a, for each ieZ. 0 
Theorem 1.4 (folklore). Let R,S be as in Lemma 1.2, and let A be a torsionfree 
R-module. Assume S ‘A has an S- ‘R-module B as a direct summand. Then A has 
a direct summand C such that S- ‘C= B. 
Proof (R. Wiegand). Without loss of generality, R is connected but not Dedekind. 
Choose a finitely generated R-module D c B such that S- ‘D = B. Now there exists 
a split surjection @ : S- ‘A + S ~‘D.Then@=B/sforsome8:A+Dandsomes~S 
[2, Proposition 191; further, (8/l) : S ‘A --t S- ‘D is still a split surjection. Let 
C= Im 0 G D; then 0 : A + C is onto, and it splits since it splits locally. (For ,M a 
nonsingular maximal, C, is free; for .M singular, C, = S ‘C, .) Also S ‘C= 
S’D=B. 0 
This theorem shows that there is no loss of generality in restricting our attention 
to semilocal ring-orders. We use the following Krull-Schmidt theorem at our 
localizations: 
Theorem 1.5 (Swan 112, p. 79, Theorem 2.81). Let @yE’=,Miz @y=, Nj where 
Mi,Nj are indecomposable modules over R, a local ring. If End(Mi) is local for 
each i, then m = n and Mi G Ni after renumbering. 0 
We conclude this section by pointing out a few items that will help the reader 
appreciate how our problem is related to the notion of finite representation type. 
Recall that a Bass ring is a ring-order R for which the normalization R is generated 
by two elements as an R-module. Equivalently, all the singularities of R are of multi- 
plicity 2. (See [lo] for several other characterizations.) Over a Bass ring, every 
torsionfree R-module is a direct sum of ideals, [l]. 
Proposition 1.6. Let k be a field and let R be a local ring-order for which every 
torsionfree module is isomorphic to a direct sum of ideals. Then 
(i) R has at most 3 minimal prime ideals; 
(ii) R is a Bass ring if and only if R has at most 2 minimal prime ideals; 
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(iii) R has finite representation type; 
(iv) If R is not a Bass ring, then R has either eight or nine non-isomorphic in- 
decomposable torsionfree modules; 
(v) Over the completion R^, every torsionfree module is isomorphic to a direct 
sum of ideals; 
(vi) For each n, the ring k[[t*, t2n-1 ]] is a local Bass ring with exactly n non- 
isomorphic indecomposable torsionfree modules. 
Proof. (i) is Dade’s Theorem [3] and (ii) is due to Bass [l]. (iv) is from [ll]; also 
see [7] for a clarification of what the non-Bass rings look like. 
Suppose now that R is a Bass ring. To see that R has finite representation type, 
we may restrict our attention to faithful modules, since the annihilator of a torsion- 
free module is an intersection of some of the minimal primes of R. (See [lo].) Now 
any faithful ideal I of R is projective over its endomorphism ring End(Z) [l] and 
End(Z) can be identified with a ring between R and Z?. Since End(l) is semilocal, 
I=End(l) as R-modules. Further, the rings between R and R form a chain [lo] and 
every module between R and R is a ring. Therefore the number of non-isomorphic 
indecomposable faithful R-modules is exactly one more than the length of the 
R-modules k/R. (iii) and (vi) are now clear. 
For (v), clearly the completion of a Bass ring is a Bass ring. If R is not a Bass 
ring, the assertion follows easily from the structure theory in [II] or [7]. 0 
Proposition 1.7 (Jones [S]). Let R be a semilocal ring-order. Assume the completion 
i?,,, has finite representation type for every maximal ideal .M. Then R has finite 
representation type. 
Proof. This requires a minor modification of Jones’ argument, using the fact, 
demonstrated in [9], that modules over the completion of an integral domain R 
come from modules over R if and only if the rank is constant. 0 
2. Constructing indecomposables 
The following easy lemma, showing that certain properties force a function on 
an interval of positive integers to be trivial, is the key to constructing indecom- 
posables; since it has no apparent connection to ring theory, we list it separately 
from the theorem. 
Lemma 2.1. Let Z denote the set of integers and for all c,d~ Z, let [c,d] = 
(mEZ: clmsd). Suppose n,aEU with nz2 and Osa-cn-2. Suppose further 
that f is a function from [n, 2n - l] to Z which satisfies: 
(9 f (4 = a; 
(ii) For each r E [n, 2n - 21, f (r + 1) = f (r) or f(r + 1); 
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(iii) For r even, rE [n,2n -21, f(r) is even; 
(iv) For each r E [n, 2n - 31, f(r) +f(r + 2) is even; 
(v)f(2n-1)=2a or 2a-1. 
Then a = 0, and f is identically zero. 
Proof. We consider the following cases for n and a or f(n + 1) mod 2. 
Case 1. n odd, a odd. Then using (iv), (ii), (iii) we see that f(n + 2) = f(n + 1) + 1 = 
f(n) + 2 = a + 2. By repeating this argument we obtain f(2n - 1) =f(2n - 2) + I= ... = 
f(n) + n - 1 = a + n - 1, a contradiction to (v) since a 5 n - 2. Thus Case 1 does not 
occur. 
Case 2. n odd, a even. Then f(n + 1) =f(n) = a and f(n + 2) =f(n) = a using (ii), 
(iii), (iv). Repeating this procedure with f(n + 2), etc., we see that f(2n - I)= 
f (2n - 2) = ... =f(n) = a. But by (v) this implies a = 0 or 1; hence a = 0 and we are 
done. 
Case 3 and 4. n even, f(n + 1) odd and n even, f(n + 1) even, are similar to Cases 
1 and 2 and are omitted. 0 
Theorem 2.2. Let n be any positive integer. Then there exist a semilocal ring-order 
R and a finitely generated indecomposable torsionfree R-module Mso that, for each 
maximal ideal A of R, MA is a direct sum of principal ideals, and, for each 
minimal prime ideal P of R, n I rank MP I 2n - 1. (For n I 2, A4 can be chosen so 
that rank MP = n for all minimal primes P.) Moreover every finitely generated tor- 
sionfree R-module is locally a direct sum of ideals. 
Proof. For n = 1, the result is obvious. For n = 2, let R be a ring-order with two max- 
imal ideals U, V and three minimal primes PI, P2, Pj, each of which is contained in 
Utl V (using Theorem 1.1). For convenience, let PiJ = P, fl Pj, and for an R module 
Z, Z, will denote ZP,. Define M by specifying its localizations: M,=Ri, M,= 
(R/P12)VO(R/P,~)VO(R/P23)Y. (By Theorem 1.3, such an M exists.) Then for 
each 1 I is 3, h/r, = (R/Pi)2. Suppose that M=X@ Y with rank X, = a, rank X2 = 6, 
rank Xs = c for some nonnegative integers a, 6, c with a < 2. Then, since the Krull- 
Schmidt theorem holds for a direct sum of cyclics over a local ring, X,= RE= 
Rb= RG and hence a = b = c. Also XV= (R/P12)b @ (R/P& @ (R/Pz3)yV where 
E,&Y are all 0 or 1 so .z+a=a=e+y=a+y. Thus 2(e+y+6)=3a, which implies 
a must be even, so a = 0; that is, M is indecomposable of constant rank 2. 
For n 2 3, let R be a ring-order with minimal primes {I,, Ji, K,: i E [n, 2n - l]} and 
maximal primes {a@, i): ie [n, 2n - l]} U {A(c, i): i E [n, 2n - 21) U {M(e, i): i even, 
i E [n, 2n - 21) U {M(o, i): i odd, i E [n, 2n - 31) U { Acf)} and the following relations 
(and no others): 
(i) For each iE [n,2n - 11, IiUJi UK,~dif(s, i). (The oti(s, i) consist of primes 
with the same subscript.) 
(ii) For each i E [n, 2n - 11, Zi Uri+, c A(c, i) (consecutive subscripts). 
(iii) For i odd in [n,2n-31, ljUli+lUli+2 ~A(o,i). 
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(iv) For i even in [n,2n-21, liUJiUKi~~(e,i). 
(v)~df)lznuJnu~n_l. 
Pictorially (if n is odd): 
A@, n) d(C, n) Jld(o, n) d(e, n + 1) &(s, n + 1) A(c, n + 1) A(f) ... A(c, 2n - 2) A(s, 2n - 1) 
In Jn Kn- 1 n+l Jn+l Kn,, I,,+2 Zzn-2 Zzn-1 Jzn-I K2np1 
Such a ring-order satisfying the ‘moreover’ statement, can be constructed by 
Theorem 1.1. 
Again, using Theorem 1.3, we define A4 by specifying MM for each type of max- 
imal ideal J1/ and ensuring that the MN’s are consistent at minimal primes: 
(i) If Jv=&(s,i), for i~[n,2n- 11, k&=RL. 
(ii) If J”=Jll(c,i), for i~[n,2n-21, MN=R$@(R/Zi+I)/s 
(iii) If Jy=A(e,i), for i evenE [n,2n -21, 
MJY =(R/‘(ZiflJi))F@ (R(Z;nKi))p@ (R/(JinKi))~. 
(iv) If Jv= Jtk(o, i) for i odd E [n, 2n - 31, 
(The notation la, p denotes Z, n ZD .) 
(v) If A=&(j), then MJY=(R/Z,,2n_I)~1@(R/(JnflZ2,_,))>1@R~. 
Notice that for each i E [n, 2n - 11, and for each maximal JV containing Zi, if ZUi 
denotes (R - I;)-‘AI, then Mi = (M~)i = (R - I,)-‘(R/Zi)’ and similarly, (R - J;)-lM= 
(R - Ji)- l(R/Ji)i. (R -Ki)- ‘AI= (R -K;)- l(R/Ki)i if Jv contained Ji or Ki. Thus 
the definition of M is consistent at the minimal prime localizations. Clearly rank Mp 
is between n and 2n - 1, for each minimal prime P. It remains to show A4 is 
indecomposable. Suppose M=X@ Y. For each i E [n, 2n - 11, let Xi denote 
(R - Z;)- 'X. Let a = rank X,, . We may suppose 0 5 a 5 IZ - 2 (since n 2 3). First we 
notice that rank Xi = rank(R - Ji)) ‘X= rank(R -Xi)- ‘X for all i E [n, 2n - l] since 
for J1/= .M(s, i), 4, = R$ for some 0 5 b I i (using the Krull-Schmidt Theorem 
1.5 as before) and thus X;=(R-Zi)-l(R/Zi)b, (R-Ji)-lX=(R-J;)-‘(R/J~)b, 
(R -K,)-‘X= (R -Ki)-‘(R/Ki)b. Now define the function f from [n, 2n - l] to z 
by f(i) = rank X,. It will suffice to show that f satisfies conditions (ii)-(v) of 
Lemma 2.1 ((i) was given already). 
For (ii), let JI/= =M(c, r), then X&, = R$ @ (R/Z,+ I>& or Xc,,, = R$ for some 
0 5 b s r, thus f(r) = b and f (r + 1) = b + 1 or b as desired. For (iii), let Jc/= &(e, r), 
then X, = (R/(Z, n Jr))% @ (R/(Zr fl K,.))$ @ (R/(J, fl K,))$ for some nonnegative 
integers b, c, d. But f(r) = b + c = b + d = c + d since the ranks at each of Z,, J,, K, are 
the same. Thus 3f(r)=b+c+b+d+c+d=2b+2~+2d, so f(r) is even. 
For (iv) of Lemma 2.1 with r odd, let Jv=A(o,r). Then X, =(R/Zr,,+l)$@ 
(R/Z~,,+l,,+z)~O(R/Z,+1,,+2):: f or some nonnegative integers b, c, d. Thus f(r) = 
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b+c, f(r+l)=b+d, f(r+2)=c+d, so j-(r)+f(r+l)+f(r+2)=2b+2c+2d. 
Since f(r+ 1) is even, we are done. 
For (v) of the same lemma let Jv= Acf), so X, = (R/1n,2,_ ,)$@ 
(R/(1,, fl I,, _ 1))$ @R$ for some nonnegative integers b, c, and for d = 0 or 1. Now 
f(n)=b+d=c+d and f(2n-l)=b+c+d. Thus 6=c and f(2n- 1)=2b+d= 
2f(n)-d as desired. 0 
3. Decomposing modules 
The second main result also needs an elementary lemma about the integers, and 
a little notation: For A = [ai a2 . . . a7], a 7-tuple of nonnegative integers, define 
r,(A)=a,+a,+a,+a,, r2(A)=a2+a4+a6+a7, r3(A)=a3+a5+a6+a7 to be the 
ranks of A. (If the positions in A correspond to the nonempty subsets {x}, {y}, {z}, 
{X,Y)t &WI, {AZ), { x, y, z} of a three element set {x, y, z> and each entry of A 
denotes the number of times that the corresponding subset appears on a list, then 
the ranks measure the number of times each element occurs within the list of 
subsets.) 
Lemma 3.1. Let A be a 7-tuple of nonnegative integers and II a fixed integer >3. 
Suppose for each i either r;(A) = 0 or n 5 ri(A) I 2n - 2. Then there exists a 7-tuple 
B with [0 0 . . . O]rB<A and 
0 if r,(A)=0 
r,(B)= 1 if r,(A)=3 
2 if r,(A)?4 
for i= I,2 or 3. 
We postpone the inelegant proof until the reader can see why it is worth doing. 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that R is a ring-order in which no maximal ideal contains 
more than three minimal prime ideals and that n is an integer 2 3. Let A4 be a non- 
zero torsionfree R-module such that A4 is locally a direct sum of ideals and for each 
minimal prime P with MP f 0, n 5 rank MP% 2n - 2. Then A4 has a direct summand 
X such that rank X, = 1 at the minimal primes P, if any, for which rank MP = 3 and 
rankXp=2 if rankMp5:4. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that R is a ring-order such that locally every torsionfree 
module is a direct sum of ideals. Let n be a positive integer 13 and let A4 be a non- 
zero torsionfree R-module such that for each minimal prime P, either Mp = 0 or 
n zz rank MP5 2n - 2. Then M decomposes nontrivially. 0 
Theorem 3.3 follows from Theorem 3.2 by Dade’s Theorem [3] which says that 
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if a local ring-order has more than 3 minimal primes, there are indecomposable 
torsionfree modules of arbitrarily big rank. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. By Theorem 1.4, we may assume R is semilocal. First we 
need to associate M with 7-tuples of integers. If &! is a maximal ideal of R and Y 
and Z are R&-modules, we say Y and Z have the same type if Y,zZ, for each 
minimal prime PC_ A. If .M contains exactly three minimal prime ideals P,, P2, P3, 
then M& can be decomposed into pieces of the same type as one of I, = (R/P,)&, 
12 = Wf’2ht 9 13 = W/P,),, 9 4 = WP,,).M 9 4 = WP131.~ > 16 = WP23b 7 4 = 
(R/P,2,)A. Write MA as a direct sum of pieces of these types; say Zp’ @IF @ .a. @If 
represents this decomposition of M. Then define the decomposition tuple for Mat 
J@ to be T(M,A)=[a,,q ,..., a,]. (lt does not matter that a different decomposi- 
tion could yields different ai’s. Also this construction does not require that every 
module over RA is a direct sum of cyclics: nonisomorphic modules may have the 
same type. For example the rings of [ 1 l] have either two or three nonisomorphic 
indecomposable modules of type Z,.) If & contains only two minimal primes 
P,, Pz, to preserve the notation write T(M, A) = [a,, a2, 0, a4, O,O,O] where al, a2a4 
go with Z1,Z2, Z4 defined as before. For a maximal ideal JM containing just one 
minimal prime, T(M, A!) has form [al,O, . . . , 01. Notice that if P= Pi c A, then 
ri(T(M, A)) = rank Mp; thus if Jz/ is another maximal containing P and P is listed 
as Pj for fl, r,(T(M,A)) =rj(T(M,J)). Also, for each i= 1,2,3, and for each Jet, 
either r,(T(M,A))=O or nsri(T(M,JZ))S2n-2. Now, assuming Lemma 3.1, we 
have for each A a 7-tuple B(A) with the appropriate ranks. Fix A, say B(d) = 
[b, b, . . . b,] and choose a direct summand X(UH) of ML, so that X(A) is a direct 
sum of indecomposables of which b, pieces all have the same type as I,, b2 have the 
same type as Z2 etc. (Some summands are interpreted to be 0 in case & contains 
only one or two minimal primes.) By Theorem 1.3, there exists a module X over R 
with X, zX(&) for each maximal ideal .M. Since R is semilocal the local split 
surjections M& -X, can be put together to get a global split surjection M+X. 
Thus X is a direct summand of M and the ranks are as desired. 0 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. We separate into various cases, depending on the values of 
the ri(A). In each case we list all possible B’s and show one must fit. If one or 
more of the ri(A) is 0, then it really is easy so we assume each ri(A)>3. 
Case 1. r,(A) = r2(A) = r,(A) = 3. Let 
B,=[OOOOOO 11, B,=[l 11 OOOO], 
B3=[10000 101, &=[O 100 1001, B,=[OO 1 1 0001. 
Now for each ls_i<5 and each lsi13, ri(Bj)=l. Thus, if someBj5A, then we 
set B = Bj. Assume Bj~:A for each j. From Bi $:A, we see that a, = 0: B2fA im- 
plies ala2a3 =0, so without loss of generality al =O. Now a4+aS =a2+a4+a6 so 
a2a4 + a2a5 = a; + a2a4 + azaG, or a2a,=a,2+a2ah. But a2u5 =0 (B4) which implies 
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a2 = 0. Similarly a3 = 0. Thus a4 + a5 = a4 + a6 = a5 + a6 = 3, so 2(a4 + a5 + as> = 9 con- 
tradicting the fact that the ai’s are integers. 
Case 2. r,(A) = 3 = r#l), r&l) = 4. Let 
B, = [0 0 1 0 0 0 11, B,=[OOOO 11 01, Bs=[l 120000], 
B4=[O02 1 0001, B,=[l 0 100 lo], Bg=[Ol lOlOO], 
For all of these rl(Bj) = rz(Bj) = 1, rJ(Bj) = 2. Therefore we assume as in Case 1, 
that BjfA for allj. From B,, a, or a6=0, so we assume a5 =O. Now aI +a,+a, = 
3=a1+a4+a6+a7, aj+a6+a7=4; hence aszl. 
Case2(a).Ifa,=1,thena6+a7=3soaz=a4=O.ThusA=[3-a7O 1 003-a7a7] 
which contradicts B, or B, %A. 
Case 2(b). If a3 2 2, then B,, B4, B,, B, imply ala2 = 0 = a4 = a7 = alah. Now we 
have 3 = aI = a2 + a6, so 3al = al a2 + al a6 = 0, a contradiction. 
Case 3. r,(A) = 3, r-&4) = 4 = r3(A). Let 
B1=[O 0 1 10 lo], B,=[OlOOl lo], B3=[OOOO0 111, 
B4= [l 2 2 0 0 0 01, B,=[O 11 000 11, Bg=[O 12 1 0001, 
B7=[02 10 1001, B,=[l 000020], B,=[l 1 100 lo]. 
Again assume none of these are <A. Now 
(*) 3=a,+a4+a5+a7, 4=az+a4+a6+a7=aj+a5+a6+a7. 
Case 3(a). Suppose a35 1, a6=0. Then by (*), 3 Ia5 +a,53, a3 = 1, a1 =a,=O, 
a2+a7=4,a,21,soA=[04-a, 1 03-a70a7],violatingB70rB5(dependingon 
whether a7 is 0 or not.) 
Case 3(b). a322, a6=0. Then by (*), a5+a752, a,12, a, +a,21, a,+a,r2. If 
a4 =0, then a2z2, aI > 1 and B4 is violated; if a4 = 1, then a2r 1, violating B,. Thus 
we may assume a4 2 2 and so a2 = 0 (else B6 violated again). Now by (*), a4 + a7 = 4 
and a4 + a7 I 3, which is impossible. 
Case 3(c). a3 11, a6 2 1. By B, and B,, a4 = 0 = a7. If aI = 0, then (*) yields as = 3 
and a5 + a3 + a6 = 4, impossible. Thus aI 2 1 and so by B,, a2 = 0. Now (*) gives 
a6 = 4 and a3 + a5 + a6 = 4, impossible. 
Case 3(d). a3 = 0, a62 1. By B,, a7 = 0. If a6 = 1, then (*) yields a5 = 3, a1 = a4 = 0, 
a2 = 3, contradicting B2. Thus a6z2; then Bs implies al = 0 so by (*), a2 + a, = 
a,52, a4+a,=3, a421, a,Sl, and 2a4+a2=3, all of which force a2=a4=l, 
as = 2, a6 = 2, which violates B2. 
Case 4. Suppose 4~n~rj(A)<2n--2 for each i= 1,2,3. Let 
B, = [O 0 0 0 0 0 21, B,=[OOO 11 lo], B,=[2220000], 
B,=[2000020], B,=[O200200], B6=[O022000], 
B,=[2 1 10 0 lo], B,=[l 2 10 1001, B,=[l 12 1 0001, 
B,e=[l 11 000 11, B,,=[l 100 1 lo], B12= [l 0 1 1 0 1 01, 
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B,,= [l 0 0 0 0 1 I], B,,=[O 1 1 1 10 01, 
B,,=[O 10 0 1 0 11, B,,= [0 0 1 1 0 0 11. 
We suppose again none of these fit in A. Using B,, we see a,a5a6 = 0 and so with- 
out loss of generality take a4 = 0. Now again write the rank inequalities: 
(**I 
4rn5a,+a5+a752n-2, 41n<a2+a6+a7r2n-2, 
45n5a3+a5+a6+a752n-2. 
Considering B,, we see that a, = 0 or 1. We subdivide into three cases: 
Case 4(a). a, L 2. Using B,, a65 1 and by (**) a2L n - 2 2 2 (since a, 5 1); whence 
byB,,a3~l.By(**),aS~n-3;usingBs,a3=OandsoactuallyaSrn-2r2from 
(**), i.e. &<A, a contradiction. 
Case 4(b). aI 5 1, a, =O. By (**), a5rn - 1; hence B, yields a21 1. Then from 
(**), a6zn-l, as=O, aj=n-l=a6, l=aI=a,. But then B,,<A. 
Case 4(c). a, 5 1, a, = 1. Using (**), a5 zn - 2 and so a2 = 0 by B,, . Now from 
(**), a62n-l. By Bis, a,=0 whence a5Ln-1. But now aS+a6+a7z2n-1, 
contradicting (**). This completes the proof. 0 
Note. By inspection one can check that A = [0 0 0 0 3 3 11, of ranks (4,4,7), cannot 
be decomposed into a piece which has constant rank 2 and another, and for 
A=[0 0 0 1 2 3 01, of ranks (3,4,5), there is no B, OSBSA, with ranks (1,2,2). 
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